Introduction
All spaces under discussion are Tychonoff spaces, i.e., completely regular, Hausdorff spaces. A space is extremally disconnected if the closure of each open set is again open.
In order to orient this paper within the surrounding relevant literature, it is convenient to have in mind the following three known results. Here as usual we say that a subspace Y of a space X is P-embedded in X if every bounded, real-valued continuous function on Y extends continuously over X. The Stone-Tech (= Tech-Stone) compactification of a space X is denoted PX, and X* abbreviates pX\X;
in particular, o* denotes the space of free ultrafilters over the countably infinite discrete space w. * This paper derives from the authors' collaboration at Wesleyan University in July, 1985 The Rudin-Keisler (pre-) order < on w* is defined as follows; for p, q E w* we write p < q if there is a functionf:
w + w for which the (continuous) Stone extension f: p(w) + /3(w) satisfies f(q) = p; and we write p -q if there is a homeomorphism f of o (that is, a permutation) such that f(q) = p. It is known that the relation < on w* respects the equivalence relation -in the sense that if p < q and q < p then p -q.
0.4. Theorem. Let X be an extremally disconnected space containing a P-embedded copy of w (again denoted w) and let q and q' be accumulation points of w in X. [We write q, q' E w* n X E PX.] If there is a homeomorphism of X onto X taking q to q', then q and q' are < -comparable in w*. The reader may consult [7, § § 9, lo] for a survey of the literature concerning the order < and for a detailed proof of 0.5 in the system ZFC+CH.
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Theorem [ZFC+MA].
There is SC w* such that ISI = 2', every two elements of S are <-inequivalent, and each element of S is <-minimal in w*. Our goal is to show that there does exist an extremally disconnected, countably compact space which is homogeneous.
Since our space is based on a construction due to Louveau [15] we shall describe this construction in some detail. For a space X we write a(X) = { U s X: U is open-and-closed in X}.
The elements of a(X) are called clopen (in X).
Louveau's construction
For a set X we denote by [XlcW the set of all finite subsets of X. The set [Xl'" is a group under the symmetric difference operation A defined by Now fix a free ultrafilter p on w and put G = G(p). The space we will define in Section 2 will lie between G and PG. The following interesting lemma due to Van Douwen [lo] will be helpful; for the reader's convenience we shall include a sketch of its proof. 
Corollary. All non-empty elements of DP(PG) are homeomorphic.
Proof. Take E E &(pG)\{s} arbitrarily. By Lemma 1.1 there is a homeomorphism h from E n G onto G. Since E I-I G is dense in E, we have P(E n G) = E from Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. Consequently, f can be extended to a homeomorphism from E onto PG. 
Lemma. Let D = {{n}: n < 0). Then
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For a space X we write x(X) = {h : h is a homeomorphism of X onto X}.
Theorem. If X = {h(0): h E %'(pG)}, then X is an extremafly disconnected, homogeneous, countably compact space.
Proof. As-with any space, each element of x(G) extends to an element of X(PG).
Hence G c_ X E PG so from 0.1 we have that X is extremally disconnected. That X is homogeneous is clear, so it remains to show that every faithfully indexed (countable) discrete subset
C={x,: n<w} of X has an accumulation point in X. Let D = {{n}: n < o} be as in Lemma 1.3 and for n < w choose h, E %'(PG) such that h,({n}) = x,,. It is now easy to define by induction pairwise disjoint families Case 2. 5 is a limit ordinal. We set % = ULc& and Ye = UrccYc.
It is clear that the families { Y(: 5s wl} and { %',: 5~ wi} satisfy conditions (a) through (e), and that the space Y = Y_, is as required. 0
Concerning products
In earlier work [6] we showed in ZFC that there are pseudocompact, homogeneous spaces X0, X, such that X,x X1 is not pseudocompact; if in addition MA is assumed, the spaces Xi may be chosen countably compact. In this section we use our present methods and construction to show (again in ZFC + MA) there are countably compact, homogeneous, extremally disconnected spaces whose product is not countably compact.
In what follows, the symbol S denotes a set with the properties described in Theorem 0.5, and for p E w* we write E(p)={x~w*:p<x}.
4.1. Lemma. Let A 5 w* satisfy IAl ~2'. Then there is q E S such that An E(q) = 0.
Proof. If not, then for every q E S there are x(q) E A and f, E o" such z(x(q)) = q.
From IS] = 2' and IA x owl< 2' it follows that there are distinct q, q'E S such that x(q) = x( q') and f, =f4,; hence 4 =5(x(q)) =f&(x(q')) = 4'9 a contradiction. From MA there is S as in Theorem 0.5, and Lemma 4.1 yields q E S such that A n E(q) = 0. We denote by H the Louveau group H = G(q) and again we use Theorem 2.1 to find an extremally disconnected, homogeneous, countably compact space 2 such that H E Z s /3H and D = {{n}: n < w} is C*-embedded in 2. To see that Y x Z is not countably compact it is enough to note that D in Y (identified with w) and D in Z (also identified with w) satisfy W yn cSz = w. Our identification of D in Z with o identifies 0 with q. Thus if x E Gz\, then from Theorem 0.4 we have XE E(q) or q E E(x); since q is <-minimal we have x E E(q) and hence x g A = (5 y\w, as required.
Questions
In our opinion the most interesting unsolved problems closely related to the topic of this paper are as follows. 
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